
MISSISSA 
A PROGRAMMATIC 

B ased on the Secondary City Plan prepared for Missisaauga 
in 1979, George Baird and Associates worked with the city 
ocuncil to recreate and re-define the city hall as a com

munity centre . The program which they jointly proposed was 
designed to inspire reflection and creativity by the competition en· 
trants. In this case, if we look for the reasons for fundamental 
changes in modem architecture, we can look beyond the academic 
and stylistic changes and assess, as well , the changes in the percep
tions of the public toward civic structure as reflected in the pro
gram content. 

Urbanity is predicated on the notion of a formalized civic struc
ture , both social and physical. One of the major needs of a com
munity is the creation of a civic centre. Beyond the policies and 
politicians there is an acquired yearning for the corporeal presence 
of the civic building. While much of the actual workings of a 
government now are presented by the electronic media, it is still 
the basic nature of people to congregate for civic functions. In 
bedroom communities such as Mississauga, however, years may 
pass before the population perceives the necessity of a City Hall. 
Many of the commuting restdents still feel an affinity for the 
Toronto City Hall as the seat of power of the Metropolitan Toronto 
government. It is a daring group_of local municipal politicians 
who, in difficult economic times and facing an election , will pro
pose the spending of thirty-five to forty million dollars of public 
money. However cloaked in practical reasons, it remains tha t 
Mississauga is to get a monument to the growth of the suburban 
community and its government. 

In the most practical terms, a large community requires a sizeable 
bureaucracy to control taxation, licensing, and planning. 
Mississauga has shared with the other boroughs of Toronto the as
tounding suburban growth of the past fifteen years. The 
Mississauga government has simply outgrown its present quarters 
and is now leasing additional office space in the area for some 
departments. Over a period of a decade or two, this becomes an 
extremely expensive proposition. Accepting the fact , as we have in 
North ~erica, of larger civic bureaucracies, it only makes sense 
that a c1ty would want to be its own landlord in expanding 
facilities. 

B~yond this, however, are the more poetic notions of a need for a 
City Hall. F~r office space. or government chambers more likely to 

I!' be seen on V1deotape than m person by the vast majority of cititens, 
l a. large office building would have sufficed. The Mississauga deci
: ••on to .c.aref~Uy ~eve~op a richer program and hold a national 

c~mpeooo? IS mdicauve of a fundamental change in what con
} sututes a.C•ty Hall. Within the Metropolitan Toronto area the city 

halla which have been built aince 1960, ~arting with the new 
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Toronto City Hall by Viljo Rewel, display an increasing inter
naluation and preoccupation with creating an external singe
image package. In programmatic trrms, except for a few 
obligatory gestu.res in Council Chamben and lobbies, the vast ma
jority of these city halls are simply office -space. The most depress
ing local example for comparison is the North York Civic Centre, 
which is engulfed in its glass-shed remoteness that a sign over the 
door is required to announce the Main Entrance. In terms of City 
Halls, it represents the low ebb. Another recent example, 
Moriyama's Scarborough avic Centre is a bold technological 
package, crisp and cool and only somewhat more accessible as a 
public building. 

The government of Mississauga, embarking on the development of 
a program, c'ould not help but be aware of the ~neral alienation 
of the public in civic affairs as represented by other local City Hall 
buildings. Therefore, as stated in the program introduction, "A 
forem05t requirement of City Council for the Ciry Hall is the ac
commodation and promotion of public accessibility and participa
tion in the events of municipal government. " 

This statement would be so much window dressing if not followed 
up by the program of a building with more than the usual atten
tion to entrances and viewing galleries. In the Mississauga pro
gram, however, a significant portion of the space is required for 
public activities. The program essentially breaks down into four 
major components: Public Areas/ Council Chambers, Public 
Facilities, Deparonents, and Building Services. Of the approx
imately 57,500 square metreS proposed, 25 ,000 square metreS was 
directly for the first three categories. The public related areas corn 
prised 8,520 square metres, or about a third of the total. Besides 
the usual Council Chamber and support areas or the main lobby, 
the Mississauga program detailed requirements for a conservatory, 
art gallery. business library, daycare centre, fitness centre and 
retail areas. 

It is clear from this tha t a decided break is being made from the in
trospective nature of city halls of recent memory. Part of this is 
practical as well. in that the sparseness of density and the need for 
revenue supports the inclusion of retail spaces, but in combination 
with the stated intent for promotion of pedestrian movement in the 
area , it provides a perfect opportunity to create a ground level 
screen of activity where in most city halls this is defmitely not the 
case. 

The inclusion of such a large proportion of public participation 
facilities, for either active or passive activities, is carried through in 
the program for outdoor areas. In addition to the major hard sur
face plaza, an open air stage, an amphitheatre for 500 people and 
a reflecting pool, which could be used for winter skating, ~-ere re-
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quired to balance a large amount of landsca~ a~as for ~pose 
and recreation. 

Continually. one idea comes through in. t?e program: that .is. a 
balance of action and reflcttion, that a O\'lC cen~ can pro,~de a 
wide array of facilities and images to serve a van~ of public ~-

. .. ContnSt this to the new Toronto City Hall , where qutremen.... . f ill' · h b 1 dscaping is minimal and public acti\1ty ac oes ave een pro· 
~~ed OD an ad hoc basis since the buil~ opened. !he recent Ed-

Cirv H-" procrram while c•n;.,.,.. for public squares and monton -1 iUJ o· • ~ f buildin 
such, overwhelmed the site with a mammoth a~~t o . . .g. 
which seemed to consume any effons at pro~ding disoncove 
useable and meaningful external spaces for public use. 

The authors of the winning scheme, Kirkland and Jones, sta~ed 
their disapproval of single image buildings in a subsequent revtew 
of the competition. In terms of addressing the multi-faceted nature 
of the building program, they man a~ to con~ually respond not 
only to content but intent. By proposmg a uucrocosm. of a com
munity, an assemblage of distincth·-e program parts mto a ~ew 
whole, Kirtland and Jones strUCk at the core of the fragmentaoon 
of intent and image in the program. In terms of response to the 
prognm, the awards jury ll-as ~;~n~ ~at the ~ entry 
was " .•. the clear winner, supenor by a SJ.glllfiCant margm to any 
other entry. The jurors were impressed by the fact that this submi5-
sion 10 positively responded to the conditions. o~ the ~r_o~~ in 
the ordcing ofits internal elements as well as m Its posmve: if sun
pie, means of creating a stroog relationship between the City Hall 
building itself and the Civic Square to the south." 

The key to the winning schtme was the resolution of the p~ 
major forms, the purity of the singular. volume areas and, from .m
itial appearances, an alm01t casual disregard for the supportmg 
areas, although the planning displays a complex system of rituals 
of movement, internal and enema! views, and the like evidencing 
a great deal of thought in how a building once again might inform 
by its logic of arnngement of services as much as through the ex
terior form. 

Many of the other 246 encrams' submissions were pre-occupied if 
not obeelled with the external image package they were proposing, 
at the apen.se of any aynem of cohemu or rich plarming. In the 
same way that the program represents a fragmentation of the im
age of the building, the submissions as a body are indicative of the 
dilemma in the field of Canadian architecture and the signficant 
diffcrenas in coming to terms with a vcy highly ddined program. 

Two of the moat intereating aitcria for evaluating the entries were 
the ' twmty-five percent building footprint on the lite and the fony 
percent frontage for at least three storeya OD the nonh facade. The 
JattcT requirement reflects the intent ef the Secondary City plan, of 
promoting infill around the existing Square One Shoping Mall and 
turning away from the existing radial road S)"tem in favour of an 
orthogonal grid. T'hiJ iJ predicated on the idea of derue street scale 
buildingl u being 'urban fonns' . The footprint requirement in thia 
light leeiDed to be a direct contradiction since the City Hall lite 
itaelf would be acarcely inhabited by the building. The program 
~~~ed that buildings to the east and west would give the edge to the 
onc .quare, but for many of the applicanu the aeme of enclosure 
of this special area became a principal concern. Although the 
reaolution by wrapping the building around the perimeter of the 
site was difficult, the majority of submissions used the arcade u a 
fo~ ~f mediating zones of activity in the square and to apread the 
butldmg out as much aa possible. 

Submisaiona which attempted to wrap the square with the building 
tended to end up with aprawiing expaNet of low roof areas and a 
lo~ ?f building htight. While not a stated requirement for the sub
mt~'c:"'· ~e program did atate that "City Hall will be the tallest 
budda~ m ~he ~e .. .'' Occupied space could go up to twelve 
ltore)'J m hetght wath unoccupied areu going higher. It ii evident 
that aome tort of significant maaaing wu expected to achieve this 
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City Centre: View of the competition site looking north. 

height which required a sacrifice of building area on the ground 
floor. As well , with building height allowances to the north and 
east of ~-elve storeys, a low rise solution would stand every chance 
of being overwhelmed visually by buildings on these sites. While 
some entrants, like the winning scheme, used the office portion of 
the building to achieve the maximum height, the~ were a relative
ly large number of entries which used a smgle slab extending across 
the site to create a more substantial 'set piece' wall toward Bur
namthorpe. 

One of the most interesting comparisons related to the massing was 
in the general distribution of the building at the north end of the 
site. In terms of balance , entrants either had a central major ele
ment with relatively symetrical massing, or the building shifted to 
one corner, most often the north-east, relating to the Square One 
Mall . Programmatically, the only key to the solution, such as that 
chosen by Kirkland and jones, was a respect for the north·east in· 
tersection, which would, with its relatively low rise density, be in 
shade from tall buildings on the city hall site for much of the day 
unless such tall parts were kept to the oorth-west corner. 

As well as the general, distribution of the Ci ty Hall on the site a.J1d 
suggestions within the program for the general massing, £he inter· 
nal building program clearly outlitied the funcfional· intent ~th 
suggestions for the poetic intent for each principal area . These m· 
eluded the lobby which as large volurqe space was proposed as the 
' indoor' equivalent to the Civic Square, with space for ~bly, 
exhibitions and recreation. The conservatory was noted as bemg a 
'garden' to ·the lobby, a placx for repose as well as a showcase for 
the Parks and Recreation department. The Council Chamber, 
perhaps the most important elemental focus in the m~jority of sub
missiona was described as the "symbolic and acove centre of 
municipal politics". Of the three , the last suggested the most ex
traordinary exterior expression as a mediator or continuum of the 
long distance , immediate and internal views. 

In evaluating the general program criteri~, as ":'ell as simple 
stylistica, there were three major categones which presented 
themselves: the single image mass, the multiple image complex 
and the anti· image. The first category had by far the ~te~t 
number of examples which basically broke down into two stylisuc 
categories. Most reflected (almolt literally) the s~ ~urrent preoc
cupation with the aculptural musing of the building as a long 
distance viewing object, in much the same way as one of hundtedJ 
of new office building~ diaplay ways of angling mirrored glass or ~s 
singular building~ such aa Erickaon'a new Roy Thompson Hall m 
Toronto attempt to redefine the form of all known building ~s. 
These 'objecta' immediately strike the viewer as totally c~n':fadic
tory to the program requirement of acceasibility of the budding on 
either a phyaical or mental level. 



City Centre: View of the competition site looking east. 

The other category, while referential in a broader sense to the 
historical building types or classicist compositions, have a coldness 
and remoteness in the comprehensibiltiy and unity of their com
position. Many of these entries seemed to rely heavily on the mass· 
ing approach used by Graves in his Portland scheme, with overlays 
of the rationalist sensibilities of Rossi or the Kriers. While visually 
these entries were often more competent in terms of facades than 
the winning scheme, there is no struggling evident in this work. 
One is struck with the idea that the architectural firms who did 
them have thrown aside their Miesian design ethics and adopted a 
new formalist composition system without expending much time or 
thought. In comparison with the single image sculpture buildings, 
many of the former buildings display more sense of struggling and 
energy than these clever re-interpretations of the contemporary 
work. 

Most depressing of all of these single image entries were the of
fice/ hotel blocks. There is a deadly earnestness and absolute lack 
of humour or sensitivity in these schemes. There is no doubt that 
functionally and technically they are buildable within the 
established budget. They say absolutely nothing about the intent 
of the symbolic nature of the building and respond only to the dry 
mechanics of the program. Many such submissions were prepared 
by the largest 'establishment' architectural firms in the country . 
The interior atrium/lobby/ conservatory has lost the freshness of 
interpretation in this work, having become merely an extension of 
an idea being used in every other of their major buildings under 
construction. 

The response to the outdoor spaces in these buildings further 
} reflects the dispassionate nature. Empty plazas, fringes of planting 
~ and a free-floating collection of objects with no seeming relation
~ ship to each other, the building or the surrounding fabric in the l future is evident. These entries for the most part seemed preoc-
5 cupied with the requirement for a "coherent and identifiable im
B age" al the expense of all other requirements. 
~ c 
~ The most fascinating category contained those entries which inter· 
! preted the program as a Gestalt exercise whereby the whole is 
8 disassembled and the parts re-assembled into a richer, more mean
l ingful whole. In the same way that the authors of the program 
~ would have us believe in the natural inclusion of conservatories, 
:t daycare centres and fitness complexes to create a richer civic cen· 
t tre, these compositions assume that the viewer and user are compe· 
~ tent enough to comprehend the layering of multiple images. ... 
1 In the winning entry, this decomposition and recomposition is 

1 masterfully executed not only in terms of physical elements but in 
the sophistication of derivation. The academic references are never 
quite allowed to overpower the distinctive vernacular allusions or 

the almost idiosyncratic re-interpretation of the historical 
references themselves. 

With respect to being able to capture the contemporary philosophy 
of architecture, there is indeed only one clear winning entry and 
this determines, as much as anything, what the social attitudes 
toward the building, as well as to the content, might be. In calling 
for a contemporary building, the Mwissauga Council placed the 
onus on the architecu to understand and interpret the current 
preoccupations of the public and their stylistic mentors. That so 
few Canadian architects could shake themselves from the con
tinuum of their work through the last two decades is evidence of 
the generally introspective attitude of the profession across the 
country. 

Beyond the two basic differences in categorization of single and 
multiple image buildings, there is a third category, which, while 
visually quite distincitive, shares characteristics of the other two. 
Only several entries truly fitted into this category. The evident 
preoccupation was not with contemporary or historicist buildings, 
but more to do with the graphic fragmentation of the program and 
of building itself. The results are unresolved graphic images, ex
tremes of linear abstractions. There is so little corporeal presence 
to the buildings in these proposals that they eliminated themselves 
as possible or desirable alternatives. They have, in general, a 
similarity with Mies Van der Robe's Opera Hall, a graphic ooUage 
which anticipates, but does not practically propose a futurist solu
tion. In the same way that the Opera Hall anticipated the advent 
of electronic music, the new wave city ball schemes seem to herald 
the disintegration of civic government structure or of buildings as 
civic theatre. Unfortunately, while there is a freshness of approach, 
these schemes are antithetical to the richness suggested in the pro
gram. They are an extension of the starkness of the prismatic glass 
or stone sculptures of the single image buildings. 

By way of comparison, the 'old guard' architects with their con· 
summate respect for practicaliry and the massing of objects seemed 
to throw away the opportunities for extension. The classicist, 
historicist entries, while reflecting some international movement 
toward making more approachable and appreciated structure, still 
did not demonstrate that they could break the rules significantly 
enough to give anything but someone else's aesthetic. Much of the 
work submitted to the competition, then, seemed to suffer from 
politeness and excess restraint. There is no sense of exploitation of 
a building program. Rather, it seemed that it was accepted as a 
necessary evil. The hundreds of questions by competition entrants 
were obsessed with the precise clarification of each program point, 
indicating a definite lack offaith in the act of interpretation by the 
architects themselves. This attitude was present in many of the 
schemes, the safety in proposing what has worked in the recent 
past , simply adjusted to hold the City Hall functions. Contrasted to 
the playfulness and in some respects the clumsiness of the winning 
scheme or even the anti-image proposals, there was a demonstra
tion of competence on the most mundane level. 

The competition, which drew 246 entries from all across Canada 
was tO represent the calibre of our national architecture. That one 
of these entries, developed by a team headed by an American and 
a British architect was considered superlative in its response to th~ 
program suggests that the Canadian architectural community 
should re-evaluate how such documents can be more creatively and 
richly exploited. 

Note 

We can look forward to the publication sometime in early 1984, of 
the Mississauga City Hall competition results in a boolt from Ru
lOii of New York. In the tradition of the Humana Competition m 
Louisville, the book wit include a look at each one of the competi· 
tion entries with jury comments. 

Ron Au.'<lt is a student at the Unit·ersit)' of Waterloo and is current
ly in th~ employ of Phillip Carter. 
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